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Swedish Rock Art Series

Bronze Age rock art represents a unique Nordic contribution to world 
culture, and more than 17,000 localities are known in Sweden alone. They 
constitute one of the World’s most complex and well-preserved imageries. 
Centered in the World Heritage site of Tanum in western Sweden, the 
Swedish Rock Art Research Archives (Svenskt Hällristnings Forsknings 
Arkiv – SHFA), at the University of Gothenburg was established in 2006 to 
further documentation and research on this unique Bronze Age heritage. 
All original documentation – from large rubbings to photos are being 
digitized and along with modern digital documentations made continuously 
accessible for international research on the web portal www.shfa.se. Based 
on this material Swedish Rock Art Series will present ongoing research and 
new documentation in the years to come. 

  Kristian Kristiansen   Johan Ling
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Introduction
Peter Skoglund and Johan Ling

The Swedish Rock Art Research Archives (SHFA) were established in 2006 as 
an infrastructure to further documentation and research on Swedish rock 
art. The archive, which is part of the University of Gothenburg, aims to 
store and present existing rock art documentation for public and research.

SHFA is also a research institute promoting research on rock art in 
Scandinavia and beyond. The archive publishes the Swedish Rock Art Series, 
aiming to present research on Scandinavian rock art to an international 
audience. An initiative to facilitate and strengthen this process is to arrange 
international symposia targeting Bronze Age imagery.

The current volume, which is number 6 in the series, is the outcome of 
the second international symposium under the heading North meets South 
held in Tanum, Sweden, 21–23 October 2014. The title of the volume, North 
meets South. Theoretical aspects on the northern and southern rock art traditions in 
Scandinavia, was chosen to put a focus on Scandinavian rock art regardless 
of regions and traditions. 

There has been a tendency in rock art research to merely focus on either 
the Northern Tradition (NT) or the Southern Tradition (ST) of rock art and 
there is a need to broaden the discussion. Thus, the aim of this symposium 
was to stimulate different perspectives and themes that focused on the 
intersection between these traditions. 

However, it is important to stress that there are obvious differences 
in space and time regarding these two traditions. Yet there are also some 
features and formats in common in time and space, and a significant theme 
of the conference was to highlight the interaction between these rock art 
traditions. Various aspects of this theme are reflected in this publication, 
which gathers nine researchers from four different countries (Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark and Finland). 
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The papers presented in this volume fall into two broad categories. 
There are papers dealing with issues concerning categorization and style – 
i.e. presupposed concepts that shape the way we comprehend data and 
organize the material in various traditions (Lødøen, Stebergløkken). There 
are also papers taking their starting point in the images themselves, trying 
to elucidate possible influences and interaction between different regions 
and rock art traditions (Bertilsson Kaul, Melheim and Ling, Skoglund, Gerde, 
Lahelma).

In his paper, Trond Lødøen questions the still predominant tendency to 
categorize Scandinavian rock art into just two traditions, associated with 
hunting societies on the one hand and farming societies on the other. Using 
the Norwegian material, Lødøen discusses a number of aspects associated 
with this categorization. He questions both the background for the 
separation exclusively into these two traditions and the possible interaction 
between them, and argues in favour of a much more developed and nuanced 
classification of the still expanding bulk of rock art. Furthermore, Lødøen 
argues that the standard categorization into two major traditions has 
hindered researchers from discussing other possible interconnections such 
as similarities between rock art in western Norway and rock art in southern 
Europe reflecting possible interconnections across the Atlantic.

An interesting characteristic of central Norway is the meeting between 
the Northern and the Southern Traditions. In this region, the different 
traditions coexist not just in this macro-perspective, but also side by side 
at the same sites – occasionally even in the same panels. The region is a 
perfect setting to study the interaction between the two traditions. Based 
on a thorough definition of style and type, Heidrunn Stebergløkken identifies 
various sub-groups in the material and argues that meetings between 
various socio-cultural groups actually took place at least at some of the 
locales in central Norway. 

Lene Melheim and Johan Ling argue that the strong maritime focus in south 
Scandinavian Bronze Age rock art could be seen as a fusion of two different 
maritime legacies. The first legacy relates to the north Scandinavian hunter-
gatherer tradition of making rock art at maritime locations in the landscape 
and the second major impact relates to Bell Beaker influence in southern 
Scandinavia. By incorporating two different maritime legacies on both a 
practical and a symbolic level, the societies in southern Scandinavia created new 
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maritime institutions which enabled them to enter and participate actively in 
the maritime exchange networks of the Nordic Bronze Age. The authors regard 
the institutionalization of this particular kind of maritime-ness as a crucial 
feature, a doxa for the reproduction of the Nordic Bronze Age societies.

Ulf Bertilsson focus on the rock carvings at Nämforsen. Although some 
researchers have pointed to similarities to the Southern Tradition, the 
notion that the carvings belong to the Stone Age and the northern hunting 
and trapping culture is firmly established. A difficulty then rises from the 
fact that the two adjacent settlements, Ställverket and Råinget, were most 
intensively settled in the Bronze Age i.e. after the period carvings are 
considered to have occurred. Moreover, bronze casting was done at Råinget. 
The coastal burial cairns from the Bronze Age largely contemporary with 
these settlements may also be connected to the carvings. A special type of 
manned ships resembling the SN Nag type occurs in ‘strategic positions’. The 
explanation for these phenomena is the advancing Bell Beaker culture that 
also left its mark in the form of a very typical flint arrowhead at Ställverket, 
indicating that the area was drawn into a growing network of trade and 
exchange in the Bronze Age.

Jan Magne Gjerde takes boat typology as a starting point for his essay, 
which compares boat images from the Northern and Southern Traditions. 
Traditionally, the history of research on rock art in Scandinavia has a clear 
division between the (northern) hunter and the (southern) agrarian rock art 
traditions. In light of new discoveries of boat motifs in northern Scandinavia 
this paper argues that new data call for a re-evaluation of the strict divisions 
based on the economy, geography and time of the boat motif. This paper 
proceeds from the Stone Age boat depictions in northernmost Europe and 
is an attempt to nuance this strict north-south division and point out some 
possible relations between the two traditions. 

In his paper, Antti Lahelma concludes that even though the southern 
and northern rock art traditions partially overlap in both space and time, 
and show some evidence of communication and interaction, the scholarly 
traditions rarely do, but tend to interpret each type of rock art according to 
models that seem oblivious to each other. This paper examines the ‘sun ship’ 
in the context of the northern Scandinavian ‘hunter’ rock art. Russian and 
North American scholars have pointed out parallels to the same motif also 
in the rock art of other regions of the northern circumpolar zone. However, 
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scholars studying the Southern Tradition have associated this motif with 
elements of Indo-European mythology, and its roots have been traced to the 
Mediterranean world and Ancient Egypt. By discussing and comparing these 
different models Lahelma points out the danger of being too restricted to 
only one research model or one geographic area. 

Flemming Kaul take his starting point in the rich evidence of long-
distance exchange and communication between southern Scandinavia and 
examines the possible influences between southern Scandinavian rock 
art and the Mediterranean. Kaul’s paper asks what kinds of mechanisms 
made these connections possible. He argues that the ancient Greek (and 
Homeric) concept of guest-friendship, xenia, may give us an idea of those 
social mechanisms that would make the transportation of people and goods 
practically feasible. This concept can also be used to understand the long-
distance connections, which seem to be reflected by specific shapes or 
types of ships in Late Bronze Age rock carvings – from Alta in northernmost 
Norway to Bottna in central Bohuslän – could be understood in terms of the 
xenia concept. Here, well-established guest-friendship connections would 
make long-distance maritime journeys possible.

Peter Skoglund discusses the occurrence of axe images at Simrishamn in 
Scania and at Stonehenge in Wessex, all of which can be dated to the Arreton 
phase/Montelius’ period 1, 1750/1700–1500 BC. These two concentrations 
are the only major clusters of axe images in northern Europe dating to this 
time, and some of the images demonstrate similarities in style and design. 
In order to understand this situation, an interpretation is put forward 
implying that these two areas were linked by a network of people who 
traded in metal and amber. The function and value of amber and metal 
was, however, different in the two areas. It is argued that differences in the 
conceptualization of metal are reflected in the ways axe images are arranged 
and displayed in Wessex and in Scania.

A major conclusion to be drawn from the symposium is the great 
complexity and variation of rock art in Scandinavia and the need for a 
perspective comparing various regions in Europe and beyond. By bringing 
together scholars from various parts of Scandinavia, and publishing the 
contributions in this volume, we hope we have been able to demonstrate 
the potential for further research along these paths.



Chapter 3

Taking the Stranger 
on Board – The Two 
Maritime Legacies 
of Bronze Age 
Rock Art
Lene Melheim and Johan Ling

Abstract: In this chapter, we argue that the strong maritime focus in South 
Scandinavian Bronze Age rock art could be seen as the result of a fusion of two 
diff erent maritime legacies. The fi rst legacy relates to the North Scandinavian 
hunter-gatherer tradition of making rock art at maritime locations in the 
landscape, in connection with seasonal gatherings, and with an emphasis 
on transformative animistic features and boats. The second major maritime 
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impact relates to Bell Beaker infl uence in southern Scandinavia, prior to 
the Nordic Bronze Age, and is associated with regular overseas sailing, 
intensifi ed interaction across the North Sea, and trade in raw materials and 
exotica. By incorporating two diff erent maritime legacies both on a practical 
and a symbolic level, the societies in southern Scandinavia created new 
maritime institutions which enabled them to enter and participate actively 
in the maritime exchange networks of the Nordic Bronze Age. We regard 
the institutionalisation of this particular kind of maritime-ness as a crucial 
feature, a doxa for the reproduction of the Nordic Bronze Age societies.

Key words: Bronze Age rock art, animism, fusion of two legacies, boat 
imagery, plank-built boats, maritime-ness, aggregation sites, overseas 
exchange.

Introduction

The focus on boats in South Scandinavian Bronze Age rock art has been a 
perpetual headache for archaeologists trying to force them into explanatory 
models biased towards terrestrial and agricultural practices (Almgren 1927; 
Malmer 1963; Vogt 2011). The recent turn to maritime perspectives in rock 
art studies (Østmo 1997; Kristiansen 2004; Nordenborg Myhre 2004; Kvalø 
2007; Ling 2008) has overcome this by taking the boat images at face value, 
as depictions made by maritime-oriented groups heavily reliant on boats 
and seafaring skills. This new position enables us to explicate the regional 
diff erences within the Nordic Bronze Age not as a result of a clash of two 
cultures/economies, but as a new form of maritime practice, or, maritime 
culture in its own right that grew out of two initially diff erent legacies. One 
of the advantages of this maritime practice was the capacity to enter into 
and partake in international exchange networks. 

Our discussion is based on three premises: (1) The South Scandinavian 
rock art tradition (ST) evolved from the older North Scandinavian rock art 
tradition (NT). (2) The tradition of carving boat images spread from the 
north to the south at the transition to the Late Neolithic, and was quite likely 
accompanied and boosted by a transmission of innovative boatbuilding 
know-how and seafaring skills. (3) The animistic merging of boats and 
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animals that evolved among hunter-gatherers in the north was adopted and 
maintained by maritime Bronze Age groups on the Scandinavian Peninsula. 

Neither of these premises is new, and both the north–south evolution 
and the animistic principles of the ST have been discussed by a number of 
authors, and most recently by Mike Rowlands and Johan Ling (2015). They 
argue that Bronze Age rock art could be seen as: 

(1) A legacy of the North Scandinavian rock art tradition in terms of the 
emphasis of animistic feature and the general need to aggregate or 
interact on a seasonal basis; 

(2) southern Scandinavia’s entanglement in metals during the Bronze Age, 
which in fact triggered the entire process of creating rock art during 
this epoch; as an outcome of this process;

(3) the formation of new maritime institutions; and 
(4) a general need to enter and maintain ‘international’ networks and 

alliances that inspired the rock art tradition with a pan European code 
of warriorhood and cosmology. 

In this chapter, we intend to deepen these strands by focusing more 
concretely on archaeological examples showing the merging of the two 
diff erent maritime traditions, and on how Bronze Age groups in the south 
adapted and transformed the two legacies, and thereby created the particular 
maritime institution that is typical of the Nordic Bronze Age, and which is 
refl ected in the ST. Rather than seeing the groups populating the coastline 
of the Scandinavian Peninsula as primarily stationary agriculturalists, we 
see them as inherently mobile and maritime-oriented, building on and 
developing a form of coastal adaptation that had been established millennia 
earlier. It is striking, however, that boat images are not found in the Stone 
Age proper in southern Scandinavia, but seem to be a phenomenon that 
spread from the north to the south in the Late Neolithic–Early Bronze Age.

Around the transition to the Nordic Late Neolithic, and quite possibly as a 
side-eff ect of the adoption of functional metal axes, plank-built boats allowed 
for the crossing of open waters on a regular basis (Østmo 2005, 2009; Prescott 
2009). While the use of dug-out canoes continued in the Nordic Bronze Age, 
the Bronze Age maritime institutions that we describe here sprang from 
the invention of new seagoing vessels. In the UK, a similar development is 
argued to be related to the Beaker phenomenon (Van de Noort 2012). The 
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role played by the maritime Bell Beaker culture (mBBC) when it comes to 
the development of such boats and the accompanying skills in southern 
Scandinavia is not well understood, although often taken for granted as one 
of the factors that strongly shaped the Scandinavian Late Neolithic. Some 
consider an indigenous technological evolution of seagoing plank-built vessels 
in northern Scandinavia to be likely (Klem 2010; cf. Carrasco 2009: 78), but as 
for now this builds mainly on an interpretation of the boat images themselves, 
for lack of any evidence of boat wrecks. In the UK, where a number of plank-
sewn boat fi nds have been dated to the Bronze Age, the oldest to c. 2030–1780 
cal BC, a development from hide or skin boats into more seaworthy craft with 
greater carrying capacity is assumed (Van de Noort 2012: 68). It is far from 
clear from which of the two legacies described here the plank-built seagoing 
vessel and the necessary nautical skills were adopted in South Scandinavia. 
Our discussion is not aimed at settling this question, but rather at showing 
the complex interplay of internal and external factors, and the potential for 
cross-pollination between them in a period of profound change. First, we 
will concentrate on the connection between the NT and the ST in terms of 
animal forms, boats and the location of rock art in the landscape/seascape. In 
the section that follows, we will focus on the maritime impact of the mBBC. 

Taking the animal on board

Today, most scholars agree that the structure of making rock art ‘as format’ 
was transmitted from the north to the south (Fig. 3.1), although it developed 
in a very diff erent way in the south (Gjessing 1936: 130; Fett and Fett 1941: 
116; Marstrander 1963: 72; Helskog 1999; Sognnes 2001; Nordenborg Myhre 
2004:172; Wrigglesworth 2006: 150; Bradley 2006; Engedal 2006: 178; Goldhahn 
2010; Cornell and Ling 2010; Gjerde 2010). Scholars also seem to agree that 
the transmission of the NT format to southern Scandinavia happened during 
the Late Neolithic–Early Bronze Age (Goldhahn and Ling 2013). On the 
Scandinavian Peninsula, this was a period of dramatic change, often considered 
to relate to the BBC. The fact that it was not until the Late Neolithic–Early 
Bronze Age that boats became the predominant motif in rock art (Bradley 
2006 with refs.) implies that the role and importance of boats changed with 
the ST (Fig. 3.2). While the iconographic and technological traditions of the 
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Figure 3.1. The maritime legacies of Bronze Age rock art. The fi rst legacy relates to the North 
Scandinavian hunter-gatherer tradition. The second major maritime impact relates to the impact of 
(maritime) Bell Beaker culture in southern Scandinavia. Map from Goldhahn et al. (2010), showing 
the distribution of the two rock art traditions in Scandinavia. The blue area denotes the Northern 
tradition (NT) whereas the red area marks the Southern tradition (ST). Grey areas denote where these 
traditions overlap (reprinted with the permission of the author).
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north may be seen as a longue durée, potentially available for the coastal groups 
further south, the impact from southern Europe with the BBC was, on the 
other hand, more temporally restricted. We suggest, therefore, that it was the 
mBBC that triggered the potential of the NT legacy in the south. 

In line with Rowlands and Ling (2015) we argue that the interchangeability 
of species seen in the ST and Nordic Bronze Age iconography rests on an 
animistic principle or world-view that resembles the more northerly rock 
art. The basic principle of animism is the transfer of properties from one 
being to another (Ingold 2006; Willerslev 2007; Dowson 2009; Zedeño 2009). 
The ability to be the same and diff erent remains possible because of the 
animist principle of a common essence or soul, which is what actually 
constitutes the transformation from one side of the alterity divide to the 
other (Rowlands and Ling 2015). 

Figure 3.2. The ST 1700–500 BC: A legacy of the NT in terms of transformative animistic features between animals 
and boats and the general need to aggregate or interact on a seasonal basis. Examples taken from Nämforsen (top) 
and Tanum (bottom). Top right: Nämforsen, Lillforshällan G (after Dietrich Evers, source: SHFA); top left: Nämforsen, 
Ådalsliden (after Oscar Almgren, source: SHFA); bottom left: Tanum 12 (after Claes Claesson, source: SHFA); bottom 
right: Tanum 25 (after Dietrich Evers, source: SHFA). 
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Transformations between animals (elk, reindeer, seals and ducks) and 
boats are a common theme for the NT (Fig. 3.2). Typical also for the ST are 
transformations between animals (bulls, horses and ducks) and boats. In 
the region of Bohuslän, there are sites with bull representations on rock art 
panels, in close association with boats (Figs 3.3 and 3.4). Ling and Rowlands 
(2015) highlighted this matter and argued that these scenes narrated ritual 
transformations between bulls and boats. Bull-boat scenes occur on several 
panels in the parishes of Tanum and Kville that show boats from Early 
Bronze Age period Ib–II, or 1600–1300 BC (Fredsjö 1981; Fredell 2003; Ling 
2008). These panels faced a seascape during the Bronze Age; some were 
located at the water’s edge, others on elevated outcrops just at the shore 
(Ling 2008). 

In the following we shall exemplify this phenomenon with reference 
to sites in Tanum. The rock art panel Tanum 12 has a scene with bulls and 
boats of diff erent sizes that appears to illustrate a sequence of growing and 
moving bulls (Fig. 3.2), which seemingly enter or transform into a boat. 
This, in our opinion, clearly illustrates the close ontological connection 
between bulls and boats in the ST. Another panel, Tanum 25, located on 

Figure 3.3. Transformations between boats and bulls from Bohuslän dated to 1600–1300 BC. Left: Tanum 351 
(documentation by Tanums hällristningsmuseum Underslös, source: SHFA); right: Kville 159 (after Åke Fredsjö, 
source: SHFA).
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the same hill, displays a cluster of boats, humans and bulls (Fig. 3.2). The 
most striking feature here is the bull in the lowest position with a boat-
shaped body, indeed similar to the shape of the boat depicted to the right 
on the same panel. Above the bull is a human scene showing ‘males’ with 
phalluses in a moving sequence. Thus a ‘herd’ of boats and bulls seems to 
surround the human scene as if they were slightly diff erent species, yet 
from the same herd. Thus, once again we see the close interaction between 

Figure 3.4. One of the most outstanding rock art panels in the Tanum area, Tanum 311. Note the spectacular 
combinations of bulls and boats (documentation by Tanums hällristningsmuseum Underslös, remade by Fredell 2003, 
source: SHFA).
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bulls and boats on the rock art panels. Our third example is taken from the 
so-called Gerum panel, Tanum 311 (Fig. 3.4). The low-lying position of this 
panel, 14.5–16.5 m above sea level is striking, and it presents a perfect case 
for shoreline dating (Ling 2008). It includes some remarkable fi gures and 
combinations (see Almgren 1927; Fredell 2003; Skoglund 2012). One of the 
most striking features is the large bull found in the top right of the panel. 
It is accompanied by another bull and surrounded by a fl eet of boats. The 
bodies of both bulls follow the shape of a boat hull. In fact, the whole scene 
with boats with in-turned prows/horns and bulls could be seen as a herd/
fl eet on the move, staged for a special maritime event (Fig. 3.4). 

We consider the dominant animal and boat forms to be transformations 
of each other. Specifi cally, the shape of the bull, as a principal animal form, 
transforms into a boat form, and both are joined together in groups that 
suggest a herd/fl eet in movement. The boat may have been regarded as 
a fragile feature during the Bronze Age, and fi xing it into the fi rm and 
permanent rock and depicting it alongside strong features or symbols such 
as the bull could be seen as a way to ensure the durability and safety of the 
journey of the boat. Moreover, some panels with typical Early Bronze Age 
features include depictions of bulls that seem to emanate from the cracks in 
the rocks. These bulls are never completely depicted, only half of the animal is 
ever displayed, and it is as if the rock deliberately holds back the other part of 
the beast. This feature could be seen as an example of the potency of the rock, 
and as an extension of the transformation between stone/animal and boat.

The bull–boat combination is a feature typical of northern Bohuslän 
during period I and into period II. In other regions, animals such as wild 
boars take the place of the bull (Nordén 1925; Coles 2000; Ling 2013). It seems 
therefore that the transformative features of the boat were articulated 
diff erently in various parts of Scandinavia in the Early Bronze Age, but could 
have served a similar animistic function, namely, to ensure the strength and 
durability of the boat and maritime ventures (cf. Westerdahl 2005). 

In the later part of period II, the horse replaced the bull and its 
transformative role in larger parts of southern Scandinavian and became an 
integral part of the prows of the boats (Kaul 2013; Ling 2013). This impact 
can be seen in all regions and is a considerably more homogeneous trait in 
the ST (Kaul 2013). Interestingly, horse–boat transformations occur on the 
same panels that include bull-boat transformations in Tanum and Kville, 
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indicating that this is both a continuous chronological practice and a long-
lasting ideological theme. 

The Bronze Age metal trade 
and aggregation sites

Another significant aspect that needs to be stressed regarding the 
connection assumed here between the NT and the ST is the fact that the NT 
was arguably carved in connection with seasonal socio-ritual gatherings. In 
other words, rock art could be seen as one aspect of the hunter-gatherer 
groups’ need to aggregate or interact on a seasonal basis. These meetings 
took place when there was a seasonal abundance of prey animals at specifi c 
locations in the landscape, such as seems to be the case at sites like Vingen 
(Sogn and Fjordane), Nämforsen (Ångermanland) and Alta (Finnmark) 
(Helskog 1999; Goldhahn 2002; Gjerde 2010; Lødøen 2012). 

In the following we shall argue that the engagement with metals in the 
Bronze Age created or triggered similar, yet diff erent, social needs to interact 
on a seasonal basis at maritime communicative places in the landscape 
(Fig. 3.5). Even if there were great diff erences between the interactions that 
took place in the NT and ST areas, the two traditions nevertheless seem to 
have been governed by similar practices. Possibly, at some locations, the 
ST was directly structured by previous rock art traditions and the history 
embedded in the landscape.

Based, among other things, on evidence of overseas import, it seems 
likely that the large Bronze Age metal workshop sites in Scandinavia 
functioned as market places and aggregation sites, which gathered people 
from far and near at certain times of the year (Melheim 2015). It is clearly 
not a coincidence that some of these sites are located in areas with abundant 
ST rock art. To illustrate this connection, we shall use the Hunn burial 
ground near Fredrikstad in Østfold as an example (Fig. 3.6). Hunn lies at 
the heart of one of the densest rock art areas in southern Norway, in the 
broader rock art region of Tanum-Østfold. The adjacent Skjeberg plain has 
100 rock art sites within an area of 6 sq km, and immediately to the west 
and north of Hunn lie ST sites like Begby, Opphus and Lille Borge. With rich 
evidence of specialised bronze production, Hunn was most likely a regional 
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centre for craft production and trade 1300–700 BC (Melheim et al. 2016). The 
presence here of unalloyed copper is an indication of trade in raw metals to 
Scandinavia, which is also in a broader perspective indicated by evidence 
from Swedish workshop sites like Hallunda near Stockholm and Kristineberg 
near Malmö. Evidence of the production of metal preforms at e.g. Hunn and 

Figure 3.5. In the Bronze Age, the demand for metal created new needs to aggregate and interact at communicative 
maritime locations at the coast. Map of the Kville area at the west coast of Sweden with rock art (stars) and cairns (circles) 
illustrated with a Bronze Age shore line of approx. 15 m.a.s.l. (After Ling 2008). The communicative maritime setting of this 
rock art area indicates that it could have worked as an aggregation site for diff erent groups with diff erent aims. 
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Hallunda suggests that a further transformation of raw materials into locally 
accepted ‘currencies’ took place at these sites.

The aggregation aspect is likely to relate to natural features of the 
landscape. Hunn has good conditions for embarking inland on rivers and 
prehistoric tracks, and is situated by a protected, natural harbour, which 
is connected with the sea through a 2 km long narrow passage that could 
be monitored from the nearby cliff  Ravneberget, later to become a hillfort 
(Fig. 3.6). A possible interpretation of the very ancient place name Hunn 
is that it has to do with ‘catching’ and relates to the nearby water basin 
(Hunnebunn) and it being a good fi shing ground (Hoel 2015). We may ask 
whether this place name could also be considered in more literary terms 
as a place for ‘catching’ goods or for that matter boats. Quite possibly, the 
signifi cance of the site and the name developed through time, beginning 
with the establishment of sites in the area when the land dried up in the 
Mesolithic and continuing with farms in the Late Neolithic–Early Bronze Age, 
and eventually developing into a central area with metal workshops, burials 
and ST rock art in the Middle and Late Bronze Age (Melheim et al. 2016).

In the Early Bronze Age, the interregional trade and especially the 
exchange of metals, often from source areas far away, created new needs to 
aggregate, quite likely on a seasonal basis and at communicative maritime 
locations along the coast. We suggest that some of the central rock art sites 
in the coastal ST rock art regions served as seasonal aggregations sites 
for groups with a mobile way of living, such as travellers, warriors and/
or traders (Fig. 3.5). At these sites, which we consider to be rudimentary 
‘ports of trade’, the live models for the boats that were depicted on the 
rock art panels could unload their cargo and exchange fi nished products 
as well as imported raw materials. We may assume that people from a 
larger catchment area visited the ST rock art areas in order to maintain, 
reproduce or initiate socio-ritual structures of power, identity, ideology 
and cosmology and that the exchange of commodities and gifts may have 
been another crucial aspect of these meetings. In a sense, one may say that 
the interregional exchange networks of the Bronze Age triggered needs to 
interact and aggregate which were comparable to the situation in rock art 
aggregation sites like Nämforsen or Alta during the Neolithic, whilst the 
Bronze Age ‘prey’ that was in focus for gatherings of people from near and 
far was made of metal and other exotica rather than fl esh and blood.
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Figure 3.6. Map 
of Norway with 
the area of Hunn 
indicated. Hunn 
in Østfold, Norway 
has good conditions 
for embarking 
inland on rivers and 
prehistoric tracks, 
and is situated by a 
protected, natural 
harbour which is 
connected with 
the sea through a 
2 km long narrow 
passage which 
could be monitored 
from the nearby 
cliff  Ravneberget 
(Ramnefjellet), 
later to become a 
hillfort (map: Steinar 
Kristensen; map 
data: Kartverket, 
norgeskart.no.)
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The plank-boat revolution and the maritime 
impact of the BBC 

Indo-European words for boats are regarded as belonging to an older 
substratum, a language used by indigenous groups in the areas later populated 
by Germanic-speaking Indo-Europeans (Østmo 1997; Wikander 2010). In other 
words, linguistic evidence may be considered to support the idea of a maritime 
legacy from the NT in the areas populated by Nordic Bronze Age groups. An 
indication of a continuation of contact between the NT and the ST are the 
panels widely spread on the Scandinavian Peninsula which show a mix of 
the two traditions – e.g. Åmøy (Rogaland), Bardal (Trøndelag), Sporaneset 
(Telemark), and Nämforsen (Ångermanland) (Hagen 1969: 120–139). However, 
there is no clear continuity in space between the fi rst ST boats and older 
boat images, as NT boat depictions in general have a more northeasterly 
distribution (Gjerde 2010: 399) than the fi rst ST boat images. 

The earliest ST boat images (for convenience called the ‘Krabbestig/Nag 
type’, Fig. 3.7) appear along the Norwegian coast, in Vest-Agder, Rogaland, 
Sogn and Fjordane, Møre and Romsdal, and Trøndelag (de Lange 1912, Mandt 
1983: 26; 1991: 334–335, Mandt and Lødøen 2004: 128, Nordenborg Myhre 
2004: 172–172). Similar boat images are also known from a few panels in the 
Tanum-Østfold rock art region (Ling 2008: 127–130; Marstrander 1963: 65). In 
Bohuslän, altogether seven sites have Krabbestig/Nag boat types, all located 
along the coastline (Fig. 3.8). These are one site in Brastad parish (26), two 
sites in Kville parish (173, 66) and four sites in Tanum parish (67, 75, 484, 487). 
Some of these sites show several boats of the Krabbestig/Nag type; this goes 
for Tanum 75 and 487 (Fig. 3.9). Of special interest with regard to shoreline 
dating is that none of these sites is located below 20 m above sea level, and 
most of them at higher altitudes, at 20–27 m above sea level. The fact that 
no boats of Krabbestig/Nag type in Bohuslän are closer to the Bronze Age 
seashore is a strong indication that they, like their typological counterparts 
in western Norway, are likely to have been made before the Bronze Age. 

Norwegian researchers have for some time argued that the Krabbestig/
Nag type boats can be traced back to the Late Neolithic and the idea that 
these boats represent a Late Neolithic ‘substratum’ and a predecessor to 
the fi rst Bronze Age boats has been vividly discussed. They are often placed 
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Figure 3.7. The earliest 
ST boat images (for 
convenience called 
the ‘Krabbestig/Nag’ 
type) occur along 
the Norwegian coast 
from Vest-Agder 
and Rogaland to 
Trøndelag. Illustration 
from Goldhahn (2006) 
showing boat images 
from the core area 
(darker grey, between 
the arrows) in 
northwestern Norway: 
a) Auran, b) Leirfall, 
c) Røkke, d) Skjervoll, 
e) Mjeltehaugen, f) 
Krabbestig, g) Domba, 
h) Unneset, i) Leirvåg, 
j) Leirvåg, k) Vangdal. 
Reprinted with the 
permission of the 
author.

in the Early Bronze Age or more cautiously in the Late Neolithic II (2000–
1700 BC) on typological grounds (Fett and Fett 1941: 112; Engedal 2006; Ling 
2008: 128–130; Mandt 1991; Nordenborg Myhre 2004: 172–175, 186; Prescott 
and Walderhaug 1995; Sognnes 2001, 2003; Østmo 2005). The solitary position 
of boats of the Krabbestig/Nag type on many rock art panels, and the fact 
that they, as in Bohuslän, occur on higher altitudes are good chronological 
indicators (cf. Ling 2008). For instance, the placement at Nag in Rogaland of 
such boat images on the upper part of the panel, and with lower-lying period 
I boats, supports an early date (Nordenborg Myhre 2004: 144, 195). At the 
multiphase Leirvåg site in Sogn and Fjordane the conjunction between the 
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Figure 3.8. 
Krabbestig/Nag 
boats are also found 
in Bohuslän, western 
Sweden. The yellow 
dots on the map 
indicate the location 
of these sites.

earliest boat images and period I boats with bull horns and somehow later 
horse-headed boats is striking. Examples of this kind of continuity are also 
known from sites in Tanum and Kville, always with the earliest boat type in 
higher-lying parts of the panel (Ling 2008: 127–130).
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Figure 3.9. Rock art 
panel (Tanum 484) 
from Heljeröd in 
Tanum, showing a 
typical Krabbestig/
Nag boat. Photo by 
A. Toreld. Source: 
SHFA.

The Krabbestig boats on the slabs from the Mjeltehaugen barrow on the 
island of Giske, Møre and Romsdal are central to this discussion (Fig. 3.7). 
Bordered zigzag patterns reminiscent of the Mjeltehaugen slabs occur on 
BBC pottery (Jensen 1973, Liversage 2003: 39, Prieto-Martínez 2008: 146–149, 
fi g. 19, Vandkilde 2001: 338–341, 347). Through time, the non-fi gurative 
patterns on the slabs have been linked to fi nds from Middle Neolithic 
Europe (Marstrander 1963: 325, Mandt 1983: 23–25), the BBC (Østmo 2005: 
70), and most recently to a group of stelae and slabs from Le Petit Chausseur 
(Switzerland), Göhlitzsch (Germany) and Insua (Spain) (Sand-Eriksen 2015). 
Interesting indeed is the identifi cation by Anette Sand-Eriksen (2015) of a 
depiction of a Remedello type dagger dating to c. 2500 BC on the back of 
one of the slabs.

Based on this, the boat images may well belong in the BBC phase, or the 
transition from the Middle to the Late Neolithic. The many arguments posed 
against a BBC date, e.g. the size of the chambers and the assumption that 
they contained cremation burials (de Lange 1912: 28; Linge 2007; Mandt and 
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Lødøen 2004), do not necessarily aff ect the dating of the slabs themselves, 
which may have been reused or used continuously for a longer period of 
time. Neither can the presence of other similarly decorated stelae in western 
Norway be decisive (cf. Mandt 1983, Syvertsen 2002). These stelae are 
assumed to belong in the Bronze Age but most of them are indirectly dated, 
and could just as well point to the historical impact of the legacy of the 
BBC in this area. The tradition of making such stelae was possibly adopted 
from Iberian BBC/Bronze Age groups (cf. Harrison 2004). In this regard, it 
is of some interest that the wagon images with horses so typically seen on 
the somewhat later ST panels in Tanum-Østfold, e.g. vividly represented on 
the Begby panel adjacent to Hunn, has clear parallels in the rock art of the 
Iberian Peninsula. Boats, however, are exclusively found in Nordic rock art. A 
boat image from Unneset in Askvoll, Sogn and Fjordane is also illustrative – 
representing the new Bronze Age paradigm of predominant boats and a 
wagon drawn by two horses.

The eponymous Krabbestig rock art panel itself is situated at the inlet of 
Skatestraumen, in Vågsøy in Sogn and Fjordane. A nearby (burial) fi nd of 
40 amber buttons with V-perforations (Lødøen 1993, Lillehammer 1994: 90), 
clearly speaks of an impact from the BBC. Several, now lost, barbed and 
tanged fl int arrowheads are reported to have come from the nearby Vingen 
rock art site (Østmo 2005: 75; Prescott and Walderhaug 1995), but whether 
they were actually BBC points has not been confi rmed. However, two BBC 
arrowheads occurred in a similar coastal environment, on the island of 
Gulen further south, during excavations in 2014 (Ramstad 2014). The BBC-
related fi nds from coastal sites in Sogn and Fjordane provide a glimpse into a 
historical scene of cultural meetings, and may even suggest that there was a 
direct link between the earliest boat depictions and BBC infl uence in the area. 

It is plausible that the background to the change of motifs with the new 
emphasis on boats which we retrospectively perceive as the ST may have 
been a series of ground-breaking events limited in time and space. The 
rock art boats may, as inherent in the theory of an external origin for the 
Nordic boat, represent the local population’s fi rst encounters with seagoing 
vessels (Østmo 2005: 71). The hypothesis that the Krabbestig/Nag type 
boats represent a new boat type with better seafaring capacities may also 
explain the boom in boat depictions with the ST (Nordenborg Myhre 2004: 
173). On the other hand, recalling the theory of an indigenous technological 
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development, it is also feasible that the boat pictures depict the local 
population embarking on journeys. An extension of the seagoing vessel’s 
history back in time provides an explanation for the changes in distribution 
patterns at the Middle–Late Neolithic transition, notably the large-scale 
import of fl int daggers to south-western Norway and Sweden (Apel 2001; 
Nordenborg Myhre 2004: 174; Østmo 2005; Prescott 2009). Judging from 
fi nd distributions, BBC maritime ventures followed the Atlantic fringe (the 
Maritime Route), a trail that was crucial also much earlier for the spread of 
megaliths and stone-axe trade. 

It is striking that the much older Mesolithic animal fi gures of western 
Norway, e.g. at Vingen and Ausevik in Sogn and Fjordane (Lødøen 2012), 
have hatched bodies very similar to the later boat images; again, perhaps 
showing the longue durée of the animal–boat transformation. When turned 
upside-down, boats of the Krabbestig type look very much like Mesolithic 
big game. However, the theory of continuity and a north-south development 
of boat imagery and technology seem to be contradicted by the boat images 
themselves. While typical boat images of the NT are found in an area spanning 
the northerly and middle parts of the Scandinavian Peninsula, and not in 
western Norway, the earliest boat images belonging to what may be defi ned 
as the ST are most prominently seen on panels along the western and south-
western shoreline of Norway, e.g. at sites like Leirvåg, Unneset and Krabbestig 
(Sogn and Fjordane), Nag and Åmøy (Rogaland) and Mjeltehaugen (Møre and 
Romsdal). The biased distribution of Krabbestig/Nag boat depictions indicates 
that another factor than the NT itself was crucial for the ST transformation. 

The rock art of western Norway played centre stage in Christopher 
Prescott and Eva Walderhaug’s (1995) theory of BBC impact and the possible 
immigration of Indo-European speaking people to Scandinavia towards 
the end of the Middle Neolithic, which arguably paved the way for the 
Scandinavian Late Neolithic. They maintained that in this phase, when 
the fi rst boat images of the ST occur, old traditions were broken down and 
traditional rock art aggregations sites left behind. The potentially vital 
role played by BBC seafarers, the mBBC, is a ‘joker’ that may explain this 
discontinuity in space. No doubt the BBC was a very infl uential factor that 
strongly shaped Europe in the mid-third millennium BC. Firstly, the BBC 
was pivotal in introducing developed Bronze Age metallurgy and hence 
also more functional metal axes to the Nordic realm. Secondly, the Beaker 
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cultures profi ted greatly from their command of transport technologies 
that enabled more rapid movement – horse riding and also quite possibly 
seafaring, as is indicated by the distribution of BBC fi nds across north-
western Europe (Fitzpatrick 2011), and more clearly evidenced by fi nds of 
plank-built boats in the UK, going back to c. 2000 BC (Van de Noort 2012). 

Based on the distribution of settlements, BBC groups were probably the 
fi rst Europeans to use boats for major trade. Although no direct evidence 
exists for their boats, they must have been adequate to established regular 
inter-regional connections and commodity transport across the sea and 
along rivers. The potential cost advantage of the Maritime Route apparently 
triggered the formation of improved maritime technologies and institutions 
to enter macro-regional networks. That maritime groups used the sea 
currents is supported by the fact that currents facilitate sailing to the coasts 
of western Sweden and Norway (Earle et al. 2015). These are the areas where 
the highest concentrations of fi gurative rock art and monumental burial 
cairns from the Bronze Age exist.

Investment in maritime forces of production 

The steep increase in metalwork of local manufacture in south Scandinavia 
after 1600 BC (Vandkilde 1996) indicates that these societies entered a 
commercialised trade in metals. Moreover, and most intriguing, this is also 
the fi rst phase when Scandinavia seems to have imported copper from the 
Mediterranean world (Ling et al. 2014). From around the same period in 
time, common European cosmopolitan codes and features were depicted on 
Scandinavian rocks as never before. These ‘hybrid’ features may be regarded 
as exclusive ‘social codes’ or ‘core values’ shared over a large part of Europe. 
Diff erent articulations and confi gurations of these codes in Bronze Age Europe 
are found in diff erent media including rock art, metals, pottery and graves 
(Treherne 1995; Harrison 2004; Coles 2005; Kristiansen and Larsson 2005). 
In Scandinavia, these codes were articulated and most vividly expressed in 
rock art showing representations of bulls, boats, chariots, oxhide ingots, sun 
images and later on armed humans associated with boats (Fig. 3.10).

It is logical to assume that the ST rock art was made in connection 
with specifi c maritime tasks such as travels, trading and raids, involving 
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maritime skills combined with martial arts (Ling 2008). For instance, there 
are numerous boat images with a crew kneeling, sitting or performing 
actions or poses such as raising paddles or weapons or blowing lures, 
possibly presenting social ‘initiations’, staged in the rock. Social inequality 
is also stressed in the ST. The clearest examples depict enlarged warriors 
together with numerous smaller anonymous ‘collective’ oarsmen. The 
enlarged individuals are placed fore and aft in what seem to be commanding 
positions, often with weapons or other items aimed, pointed or directed at 
an anonymous bunch of oarsmen in the mid-section of the boat (Ling 2008: 

Figure 3.10. Cosmopolitan codes and features from diff erent parts of Bronze Age Europe. Top: warriors in Spanish rock 
art marked with C’; Swedish rock art to the right with no marks. Mid-section: horned fi gurines from Grevesvænge, 
the horned helmet from Viksø, and the camp stool from Guldhøj, Denmark. Bottom left: Acrobats and bulls from the 
Mycenaean world and from Scandinavian rock art (after Winter 2002). Bottom right: Warriors on Nuragic fi gurines 
compared with Scandinavian rock art (after Sjöholm 2003).
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202ff ). The latter form of representation may even in an active way have 
illustrated that certain individuals had some kind of control over boats, at 
least in the process of building, crewing and launching, but perhaps not in 
the same way when at sea.

This indicates that the Scandinavian societies had established a 
maritime infrastructure that enabled them to actively partake in and enter 
maritime exchange (Fig. 3.11). The development of plank-built boats made 
it possible to cross open waters on a regular basis and carry up against 1 ton 

Figure 3.11. The maritime conditions for long distance trade in the Bronze Age. The rock art boats and the war canoe 
from Hjortspring.
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of commodities (Kvalø 2007; Ling 2008; Van de Noort 2012). Tests and trials 
of the reconstructed boat from Hjortspring, largely similar to the Bronze 
Age boats depicted on the rocks (Kaul 2004; Ling 2008), show that in good 
weather conditions this kind of boat could be propelled about 800–100 km 
in a day. This means that a sea journey from west Sweden to, say, the Isle 
of Wight would take about 13–14 days, including stops for rest and water 
supply etc. 

Conclusion

We suggest that the formation of new maritime institutions with an 
emphasis on building and crewing boats for maritime trading/raiding 
and warfare constituted a crucial feature for the societies in the coastal 
areas of the Nordic Bronze Age. Thus, transformative features of the boat 
were articulated diff erently in various parts of Scandinavia in the Early 
Bronze Age, but could have served a similar animistic function as in the 
NT, namely, to ensure the strength and durability of the boat and maritime 
ventures. Another signifi cant aspect that needs to be stressed regarding the 
connection between the NT and the ST is that the NT was arguably made in 
connection with seasonal socio-ritual gatherings. Thus, we argue that some 
of the central rock art sites in the coastal ST rock art regions also worked as 
seasonal aggregations sites for Bronze Age groups. In a sense one may say 
that the overall demand for bronze and other commodities triggered needs 
to interact and aggregate which were comparable to the ones that occurred 
in Nämforsen or Alta during the Neolithic.

By incorporating the diff erent social elements and legacies from the NT 
tradition on both a practical and a symbolic level the societies in southern 
Scandinavia created new maritime institutions which enabled them to 
enter and participate actively in the maritime exchange networks of the 
Nordic Bronze Age. The ST practice of depicting boats on rocks, but also the 
extensive use of boat symbolism in other media such as grave monuments 
and bronzes, refl ect the growing importance of this new kind of maritime 
ideology. The fact that more metal circulated in Scandinavia between 
1600 and 1100 BC than ever before probably relates to the chiefl y families’ 
capacity to invest in boats and crew. In short, individual chiefl y households 
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with a surplus production enabling them to invest in the maritime forces of 
production, became the leading strata and the driving force to accumulate 
wealth in Bronze Age Scandinavia. Thus, a qualitative step could be seen from 
the Neolithic economy, based on the elite’s ability to control the maritime 
forces of production. We regard the institutionalisation of maritime-ness as 
a crucial feature of the Nordic Bronze Age, and a doxa for the reproduction 
of the Nordic Bronze Age societies.
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